
MakerSpace
Twirling Paper Butterfly

Ages 9-12

Each kit includes: Supplies not included in the kit:

● Paper clips - 2
● Rubber bands - 1 (+1 extra)
● A piece of wooden dowel
● Butterfly wings

● Tape
● Marker
● Plier

Instructions:

1) Unfold the paper clips and make them as straight
as you can. (I am using a plier for this project)

2) Mark the straight paper clips on the centre.
(The straight paper clips will be approximately 15cm
long, using a marker put a mark at 7.5 cm)

3) Take one of the wires, make a loop around the
wooden dowel. (Try to make a loop at the centre of
the wire)

4) Measure 5 cm from the loop to each side of the
wire and mark it using the marker.

An alternative step of steps 5 and 6 can be found at the end of the instructions:

5) Take one of the legs of the wire and bend it as
shown in the picture from the mark (see the step
above).
Note: Here, my loop wasn’t quite at the centre so
one leg was shorter than the other, therefore I took
a shorter leg to bend for this step. If you have both
legs of the same length then use either of them.
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6) Take the other leg (or longer) and make a little
hook as shown in the picture.

7) Bend the loop to 90 degrees. We will call this
lower wing.

8) Take the other straight paper clip and at the very
center of the wire (the mark), wrap both ends
around the wooden dowel, making a circle. We will
call this upper wing.

9) Take one of the rubber bands and double it as
shown in the picture.

10) Hook the rubber band into the circle of the
upper wing frame. Then feed the rubber band and
the circle they are hooked to through the circle in
the lower wing frame and the hook.
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11) (Optional: Colour the wings before cutting) Cut
the wings and take an inch of tape and put half of
the tape on the wing (leave the other half for the
wire), repeat for all four wings.

Notice the upper wing wire in the picture. Attach the
upper wings to the wire in a way that both upper
wings and lower wings don’t hit each other while
twirling/spinning. Now cut the excess upper wings’
wire.

12) Hold the lower wings and spin/twirl the upper
wings. Make sure to spin the top wings/rubber
bands many times before you release it. The upper
wing frame should unwind. Adjust as you need to,
to make sure everything will move freely.

The step below is the alternative of steps 5 and 6.

Bend both ends inward and make a curve for each.
These curves will work as hooks for the rubber
band. (As shown in the picture).

https://www.instructables.com/How-to-Make-a-Twirling-Paper-Butterfly/
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